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NEXT NEWSLETTER DEADLINE 
 

1st February 2023 
 

Please email contributions to  

Dorothy Barnes 
dkbarnes134@gmail.com 

Your Committee wishes all our 
members a Merry Christmas and a 
very Happy New Year. Thank you all, 
for your participation in 2022. 
 It has been an interesting and 
challenging year for your Committee, 
due to our enrolment numbers being 
down as a result of the after effects of 
the Covid problem. 
 However, we look forward to a big 
improvement in 2023, and no health 
scares, so keep safe and mask up if necessary. 
 The office will close on Wednesday 14th December and 
reopen on Monday 9th January, 2023. Yes, you can 
continue to register application for membership and 
courses during that period on the MyU3a system. 
 Anyone having any difficulty can get assistance by 
leaving a message on U3aa@iinet.net.au and help will 
get back to you. 
 There are a couple of vacancies on the 2023 
Committee to be filled, so this is an opportunity to make 
a contribution to the continued success of Armidale 
U3AA.  Applications can be made at the office. Finally 
thanks to all of our hard working office staff and 
volunteers who assist in the management of our day to 
day operations. 
 

RAY 

 The Executive  

President Ray Weston 0437 047 889 

Vice-
President 

Sue Cameron 0429 781 330 

Secretary Margaret Sims 0421 659 467 

Treasurer Doug Barber 0439 769 003 

Committee Marnie French 0406 864 164  

 Laurie Pulley 6772 1124 

 Cherry Stewart 0459 020 573 

   

Newsletter  
Editor 

Dorothy Barnes 0427 753 781 

From the Desk of the President — Ray Weston 
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advice arising from the  
November committee meeting 

 The current cost of posting a Course & Activity 
Booklet and Newsletter is currently $2.20. This will 
be increasing to $2.40 as of 1st  January 2023.  This 
is a significant additional cost. Consequently, we will 
no longer be mailing these documents in 2023.  Hard 
copies will always be available from the office for 
collection. They are also available from our 
website  www.u3aa.org.au  Course leaders of 
activities held outside of ASCA House may like to 
collect a bundle for their members.   

 Once you have paid your 2023 membership fee, 
please collect your 2023 membership badge from the 
box on the ASCA House reception counter. Badges 
are printed each Wednesday. (It is a condition of our 
liability insurance that members have their 
membership badge when attending U3AA activities) 
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U3AA Bushwalk,  
Threlfall Track  

7th October 2022 
 
 A strategic decision to move the activity 
forward a day proved fortunate as the ten 
walkers were rewarded with a welcome sunny 
start.  
 But, as we headed off on the track below the 
Blue Hole, we were soon reminded of the recent 
persistent rain.  
 Whilst most of the path was in reasonable 
condition, parts were very sodden. Indeed, 
several people noted that it was the wettest they 
could remember.  
 The Gara River was flowing fairly close to the 
level of the footbridge and the sound of the 
water cascading downstream provided a relaxing 
setting for much of the walk.  
 
Roger Epps 
 
Photos top: A dry spot along the track 
Bottom: Morning tea at the Threlfall Track Lookout 

 In 1981 in March I went to Japan to teach English for six months.  The opportunity 
arose when a friend who had been teaching there decided not to renew her contract 
and offered her teaching job to me. My children had all left home and her letters about 
Japan had been very interesting, so I agreed to do this. She arranged it with her school 
administration and I sent my CV. I had a degree in Sociology and an earlier 
Kindergarten College diploma. I had always been interested in people and cultures and 
history, and could hardly believe that here was a chance to live in a country like Ja-
pan.  There was no requirement to speak Japanese, all classes  were conducted in 
English, the school being an English Conversation School for all ages. And so it was that 
I arrived in the castle town of Ueda, Nagano Prefecture, in the Japanese Alps. The 
reception committee met me at the railway station with the warmest hospitality, met 
two other Australians who also taught at the school. We shared a house in a quaint 
street near the castle, it was spring and we could hear a cuckoo in the wood nearby 
and the cherry blossoms peered over the castle walls.    
 It was a very interesting six months.  I was assigned to teach the adult classes and 
as a result met very interesting people. A lot of them spoke good English with British 
accents, acquired, they told me, by listening to the Hong Kong BBC radio services. 
Later this service disappeared when China resumed Hong Kong.   
 Japan enjoys a holiday called Golden Week in May.  I went to Kyoto to visit a 
Japanese friend who taught at a university there. She introduced me to the executive 
of a private Education Trust which owned a university, a senior high school and a chain 
of kindergartens in the Kyoto and Nara district. I was taken on a tour and offered a 
position teaching English language and literature in the university, and teaching 
teachers in the kindergartens on how to teach English to the children. I was fascinated 
by all this, thought about it, went back to Ueda to complete my contract there, and 
accepted the Trust's offer of a one-year renewable contract.  
And so it was that I moved to Kyoto, later Nara, and lived and worked there, until 
2001. 
Dora Koops 
Course Leader: Japanese Society in Modern Times 

How I came to go to Japan in the first place and how I eventually stayed as long as I did  



Semester 1, 2023  
New and Returning Courses/Activities 

 
Bridge for Beginners                                  64 

Bridge is a partnership card game played with 52 cards and four people (2 pairs).  It’s a popular game 

that’s considered a mind sport as it involves strategy, deduction, concentration and visualisation. Bridge 

can promote your health and happiness as it involves both social interaction and sharpening your brain.  

The game can be played at many different levels and you can go on to develop your bridge skills to suit 

yourself. This introductory course will be followed by supported play that allows you to practice your new 

bridge skills under the guidance of experienced players available to advise you during the game.  

Supported play sessions will be available Monday evenings 7-9pm and Tuesday mornings 9.30-11.30am. 

Leader: Glenda Parmenter 

Phone: 0414 937 891  

Frequency: Every Wednesday for 8 weeks 

Time: 9:30 

Duration: 2 hours 

Venue: Armidale Bridge Club 

Incidental Costs: $20 payable to the Bridge Club for the cost of the book, Introduction to 

Bridge by Paul Marston, 6th edition  

Start Date: 18 January 2023 

 

Fibre Art  69   

Each session will enable participants to experiment and design ‘cards’ using natural and synthetic fibre 

such as fabric, yarn, wool, beads, buttons, dried flowers etc. Participants are encouraged to ‘scrounge’ 

for materials that inspire them. Fibre paints may also be used. 

Suitable casual dress to cater for participation in artistic activities is encouraged. 

Leader: Cherry Stewart 

Phone: 0459 020 573 

Frequency: Every  Thursday for 8 Weeks 

Time: 10:00am 

Duration: 2 hours 

Venue: ASCA House (South Room) 

Incidental Costs: Donations to help defray cost of equipment and materials 

 Start Date: 2 March  2023 
 

Great Ideas & Scientists that Changed the World            50                        

Science has influenced society in dramatic ways over hundreds of years. This course will look at some of 

the key people and ideas that were particularly successful in changing our lives and our view of the 

world. 

Leader: Colin Sholl 

Phone: 0458 483 315 

Frequency: Fourth Mondays of the month 

Time: 2 pm 

Duration: 1 hour 

Venue: ASCA House (East Room) 

Incidental Costs: Nil 

Start Date: 27 February 2023 
 

Indigenous Art and Culture              70 

Sessions feature a variety of perspectives and activities in visual, creative, and performing arts; local 

history and site visits; traditional and contemporary law Issues; storytelling and songlines. Participants 

will be actively involved in cultural activities. (More details available in 2023). 

Suitable casual dress to allow participant participation in physical and artistic activities is encouraged. 

Leader: Rose Lovelock 

Phone: 0409 620 440 

Frequency: Every Friday for 10 weeks 

Time: 10:30am 

Duration: 1½ hours 

Venue: Aboriginal Cultural Centre & Keeping Place 

Incidental Costs: Donations to help defray the cost of equipment and materials 

Start Date: 3 February 2023 
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At any time of the year, we would love to hear from anyone who has ideas about courses or 
activities that could be run over a full semester or as short as a few weeks. Do you have a 
particular area of knowledge or interest that you would like to share as a course leader with 
other members? Is there an activity that you would like to facilitate or co-facilitate with 
another member? Would anyone like to revive the previously popular activities of French 
Conversation and Singing? If so, please phone or email us: Bron (0438 658 205) or Penny 
(0408 272 011) E:u3aa@iinet.net.au  

Semester 1, 2023  
New and Returning Courses/Activities (continued) 

 

Japanese Society in Modern Times                       72 

This course will explore Japanese society as it has developed since 1945.  Japan is a highly successful 

modern country which has taken its place amongst the democratic nations of the world. Yet as one 

delves into its socio-cultural structure it becomes clear that while having been modernised it still strongly 

maintains its traditions, not only in the arts, which emphasise love of Nature, but in the bureaucracy, 

education system and social relations. Japanese society is hierarchical in nature and all its institutions 

and workplaces reflect this.  Harmony is the expected outcome aided by the Confucian principle of "defer 

to authority." Yet in a modern, democratic society how is this achieved?  

This course will particularly discuss the education system, the bureaucracy and social relations in Japan. 

Leader            Dora Koops 

Phone: 0429 218  670 

Frequency: Every Tuesday for 10 weeks 

Time: 3pm 

Duration: 1 hour 

Venue:  ASCA House (East Room) 

Incidental Costs::       Nil 

Start Date: 14 March 2023 
 

Poetry Police  68 

You will need to bring a poem to each session: one of your own or any poem will do. You will also need 

to bring 3 coins. As Poetry Police we will examine each poem in regard to Meaning, Magic & Musicality.  

Details for these three qualities of a poem will be available at every session.  If a poem is inadequate in 

regard to any of these three ‘M’s then a coin will need to be put in a “fines-box’.  We will also discuss 

how to read a poem for maximum effectiveness.  We will also do some playful things with haiku which I 

will provide.  After six weeks we will decide if we wish to continue and what to do with any money in 

the ‘fines-box’. 

Leader: Graham Patterson 

Phone: 0423 052 357 

Frequency: Every Tuesday for 6 weeks (but may continue) 

Time:            12:30pm 

Duration:  1½ hours 

Venue:  ASCA House (West Room) 

Incidental Costs: Nil 

Start Date:  7 February 2023 
 

Writing Group for Fun 71 

Writing is a gift we can give to ourselves and others by discovering the writer within. My vision for this 

group is that we will play with different writing styles, voices, characters, and just have fun learning 

together.  “Taking risks and making choices in spite of fears - it’s what makes (life) stories compelling”. 

‘With the Fire on High’ by Elizabeth Acevedo. We can share our stories, our knowledge and encourage 

each other to write in an atmosphere full of joy and laughter as we each explore the beauty of words 

and writing. 

Please bring along your preferred writing tools. 

Leader: Catherine Michael 

Phone: 0421 431 381 

Frequency: Every  Monday (except school holidays) 

Time: 10:00am 
Duration: 2 hours 

Venue: ASCA House (West Room) 

Incidental Costs: Nil 

Start Date: 13 February 2023 
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Emergency Information 
(ASCA House) 

 This is displayed on orange 
sheets on noticeboards in the East 
Room and on the veranda next to the 
door to the East Room.  
 Emergency phones are on the 
counter and in the North Room. 
Look for signs pointing to the 
location of the phones. 
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Hyperbolics for Melancholics  by Rosemary Mort 

 Not to put too fine a point on it, we live in a hyperbolic 
world where no adjective can be too exaggerated to suit 
any purpose. To my mind this is all rather exhausting and 
reduces the sheer pleasure of ordinariness and day to 
dayness – the quotidian essence if you like. 
 There seems to be a distinct vibe around, largely due to 
marketing geniuses, that life has to be extraordinary to be 
worthwhile for someone as special as you. It’s a bit sad 
and lonely, they say, if you don’t aspire to bigger and 
better things that will make you happy for five minutes at 
least.   
 I read recently in The Oldie about the funeral of well 
know British journalist Katherine Whitehorn who, when her 
husband died, complained that she had plenty of friends to 
do something with but no-one to do nothing with. She 
nailed it.  
 It also makes me think of the cartoonist Leunig who is 
always poking fun at those who aspire to self-importance 
and the splendors of being enviable and exceptional. It’s 
not always hollow but it often is. A bit like chocolate after a 
meal, you can only take so much. As Leunig suggests- be 
like a duck, think like a duck and spend some time with a 
duck on your head and you’ll be alright.  
 The sheer pleasure of ordinary life, just sitting around 
chatting with friends, being with family, reading a book, 
having a cup of tea, playing bridge on or off line, cooking 
something delicious or other such satisfying mundane 
things cannot be overstated. But they don’t deliver the 
mullah so are not promoted as particularly enviable.  
 Older people because they don’t have too much potential 
except to yield extreme profits for the health system (roll 
out the red carpets, why don’t you, when we enter the 
surgery), are often targeted as living dull lives mostly in 
the past when things were soooooooooo much better. Ads 
are always extolling people to get rid of their wrinkles and 
grey hair, to get to the gym and develop their abs but no-
one seems to speak the simple truth, that having a quiet 
life where you are not a wage slave, accountable every 
minute of the day, can be extremely pleasant, liberating 
and fun. Being less electronic media dependent also 
increases your concentration span so you can read long 
complex novels, develop your real interests and observe 
the natural world more closely.  
 There was a time in the past where people who had to 
go to work rather than live elegantly on inherited income 
were pitied. People who had to buy furniture rather than 
inherit it were also considered unfortunate. Times change 
as do attitudes.  
 Lastly, I want to quote from former UK MP, broadcaster 
and writer Giles Brandreth, 75,  about his formula – the 
seven secrets of happiness. Cultivate a passion, Be a leaf 
on a tree (individual but part of a whole), Break the Mirror 
(self awareness is good, self-regard is fatal), Don’t resist 
change, Audit your happiness, Live in the moment, Make a 
choice to be happy and optimistic (because happy and 
optimistic people live longer and the Dalai Lama says it 
feels better).  
 So put on your Ugg boots and trackies, sit in front of the 
fire with a good book and a cup of tea and feel sympathy 
for the influencers and aspiring super, exceptional human 
beings who are at the mercy of the marketers.    

STOP PRESS 
Sadly, we missed out on 
the State Government 
Community Building 
Partnership Funding for 
2022 to enable us to 
replace the roof over the 
South Room. We now have 
to wait until the next round 
of Funding Grants in May 
2023. 

Photography 
Discussion Group 2023 

 

The Photography Discussion 
Group is looking forward to 
an exciting year in 2023. 
We are looking to improve 
our techniques, rather than 
just picking a subject to 
photograph. If you would 
like to join us to learn more 
about your camera, or how 
to use your phone to take 
photographs, why not join 
us. You can join online using 
MyU3A or come  into the 
office to enrol. Alternatively 
give Doug a call on 0439 
769 003 to talk about your 
needs. 



 

Please support our sponsors: 
 
2AD, 2ARM-FM, Armidale City Bowling Club, CGA Country Glass and Aluminium, Home 
Nursing Group, NECOM, New England Foot Clinic, New England Travel, Newling Gardens, 
Oak Tree Retirement Villages, Regional Australia Bank. 
 

For further information sponsors’ websites can be accessed from the U3AA website 
www.u3aa.org.au 
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BOOK REVIEWS   

HAVE YOU SEEN LUIS VELEZ  by Catherine Ryan Hyde 
  
 Raymond’s life changed when he met the old blind lady on the second floor of his 
apartment building… introducing herself with the words, “Have you seen Luis Velez ?” 
 Mrs G persuaded him to look at his life through a different prism – his ethnicity, his 
sexuality, his home life and lack of purpose. 
 Her wisdom and frailty inspired him to help her and finally he discovered that he was 
intelligent, was loved by his parents and responded to kindness of others. 
 The story of the cat was interesting and I did like the Luis who had four children. 
 The search for Luis by Raymond became a project for him after school and at 
weekends. 
 Maybe the book tried to address too many issues. However most of us enjoyed 
reading it. 
  
Review by Patsy Fulloon and Jenny Palmer 

Horse   by Geraldine Brooks 
 
 This story is principally about the famous 19C American racehorse Lexington and the 
enslaved groom Jarret who looked after the horse. Jarret formed such an obvious 
understanding with the horse that he is sold with the animal during changes in 
ownership. He is present at the horse’s birth while owned by Dr. Warfield, and grooms 
it for races under a succession of other owners. Jarret is also helpful to Thomas Scott, 
an itinerant artist whose paintings of Lexington became famous in following years.  
 Brooks also introduces two contemporary figures – an Art Historian and a Zoologist 
who finds a skeleton of Lexington in an attic at the Smithsonian Museum. Together 
these characters are used to authenticate a discarded roadside painting as Lexington’s 
likeness by Thomas Scott. 
 The book is a sweeping story of injustice at a time when racehorse ownership in 
America was a matter of great prestige and profit. It is set at the time of the civil War. 
The book is meticulously researched and well written. The story belongs to Jarret, the 
black groom, who shows great courage during the War and extreme devotion to the 
horse.  
 The modern storylines are interwoven with the story of Jarret and the horse and the 
narrative moves back and forth in time. Themes of racism, discrimination and the 
injustice of slavery run through the text. The author makes clear the fact that horses 
were cruelly treated and discarded in the mid 19C and that this still occurs today. While 
slavery is no longer sanctioned, equality for black people has still not been achieved.  
 All members of the reading group enjoyed this book.   
 
Marnie French.  


